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Cry 4 PC Game Free.Q: What does var myVar = function() {} do? A while ago I got a

javascript tutorial that used this pattern var myVar = function() {} instead of var
myVar = function myVar() {} I don't have any experience in javascript, I have been
using other languages for a very long time, but still I really don't understand what it

is doing. I am really trying to get a grip of how javascript works. Thanks. A: var
myVar = function() {} The above is a function. myVar = function myVar() {} is

assigning function myVar() to myVar. myVar is a variable that is assigned a
function. In order to assign a function to a variable, you need a pair of parentheses,
no comma. If you were to assign only the function, without the variable name, there

would be no way to access the variable, as it would have no name. A: This is a
function declaration. From the ECMA-262 standard: 15.2.1.1 -

FunctionDeclarationInstantiation (FunctionExpression) The production
FunctionDeclaration : FunctionBody is evaluated as follows: Let funcResult be the
result of evaluating FunctionBody. This step is unnecessary in a simple function

declaration (that is, a function literal, function object, or arrow function expression),
since FunctionBody is evaluated at function creation time, and funcResult will be

assigned to the function's name, which does not depend on the type of
FunctionBody. But it is important for function definitions. A: You are declaring a

variable that is an object, instead of a function. var myVar = function myVar() {}
Will create a function object and assign it to the variable, and var myVar =

function(){} is the same as: var myVar = new function(){} So the first example is
an object (called a function object). The second example is a function. As a
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